
The Sudoku Quilt
Saturday, June 29 – 10:00 am to 4:00 pm                                    Jacqui Murphy -- $55

Supply List
Students should select which version of The Sudoku Quilt they prefer, as supplies are slightly different for
each.  Samples of both Sudoku Blue (with interior sashing) and Sudoku Snacks (without interior sashing) are on
display at Close to Home Orange…and on-line at www.closetohomestores.com.

Sudoku Blue (with interior sashing)
Nine different fabrics: ½ yard each

Cut Nine 6.5” x 6.5” blocks from each fabric
Make Nine “sets” that each contain one of each of the different fabrics.
Use numbered pins to assign a number to each of the “sets” of blocks

2 yards Sashing and Border fabric
Cut Twenty 1”strips (interior sashing)
Cut EIGHT 1.5” strips (main sashing)
Cut SIX 2.5” strips (outside border)
We will sub-cut the strips in class as we need them
Please label each different width to prevent confusion

Sudoku Snacks (without interior sashing)
Nine different fat quarters

Cut into thirds across both the length & width to get nine pieces
Pieces typically end up 6” x 7”, but slightly smaller pieces are acceptable as long
As all nine pieces are the same size.

Make Nine “sets” that each contain one of each of the different fabrics.
Use numbered pins to assign a number to each of the “sets” of blocks 

1.5 yards Sashing and Border fabric
Cut Nine 2” strips for sashing
Cut Seven 2.5” strips for border

For Both Versions, please also bring:
Sewing machine in top running condition with ¼” foot 
Mettler 100% polyester or cotton thread in a neutral color with wound bobbins
Olfa Cutting mat and Olfa 45 mm Rotary Cutter with new blade
12.5” square Creative Grids ruler
8.5 or 6.5 x 24.5” Creative Grids Ruler
Pins, seam ripper, thread, and at least 2 wound bobbins
The Cutting Gizmo (highly recommended)
Numbered pins
BRING all extra fabric to class!!!

Thank you for coming to class prepared. Supplies available at Close to Home. Our expert staff would be
delighted to help you with your selection of materials. Students get 15% off supplies for class & on class days. Pre-

registration required for all classes.  Sign up early as class space is limited.  No Refunds on Class Fees.  Store credit only if
cancelled 15 days prior to class date.  



Close to Home, 196 Boston Post Road, Orange, CT  06477    203/878-1654     www.closertohomestores.com




